
 

 

  
  
    
  
  

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

  
   

 
   

 
  

 

 
 

  
    

  
     

    
 

      
      

 
 

    
 

 
  

   
  

 
 

 

  
  

   

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Yosemite National Park 
P. O. Box 577 

IN REPLY REFER TO: Yosemite, California 95389 
A7221 (YOSE) 

Mr. Paul Rogers 
San Jose Mercury News 
Natural Resources and Environment Writer 
4 North Second Street, Suite 800 
San Jose, CA 95113 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

You are receiving this letter in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request received by 
Yosemite National Park on December 14, 2018 and assigned Department of the Interior tracking number 
NPS-2019-00353. Please refer to this tracking number in any further correspondence regarding this 
request. 

Your request was as follows: 

“I request a copy of the following documents be sent to me via e-mail at your earliest convenience: The 
incident/investigation report of the fatal fall of Tomer Frankfurter, a visitor from Israel, at Yosemite 
National Park in September 2018.” 

Yosemite National Park staff located 71 pages of records responsive to your request. The responsive 
records include the incident report, an incident log, witness statements, and some non-sensitive associated 
photos. These records are being released to you with some personally identifiable information, such as 
names and addresses, redacted under Exemption 6 of the FOIA. 

Twenty photographs and a two-page letter contained in the report are being withheld per Exemption 6 of 
the FOIA in their entirety out of respect to the privacy of the deceased persons’ survivors. 

Exemption 6 allows an agency to withhold “personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). 

The phrase “similar files” covers any agency records containing information about a particular individual 
that can be identified as applying to that individual. See United States Dep't of State v. Washington Post 
Co., 456 U.S. 595, 602 (1982). To determine whether releasing records containing information about a 
particular individual would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, we are required 
to balance the privacy interest that would be affected by disclosure against any public interest in the 
information. See United States Dep't of Justice v. Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, 489 U.S. 749, 
773-75 (1989).  

Under the FOIA, “the only relevant public interest” to consider under the exemption is “the extent to 
which the information sought would ‘shed light on an agency’s performance of its statutory duties’ or 
otherwise let citizens ‘know what their government is up to.’” United States Dep’t of Def. v. Fed. Labor 
Relations Auth., 510 U.S. 487, 495-96 (1994) (quoting Reporters Comm., 489 U.S. at 775). The burden is 



 

  
   

 
  

  
 

  
 

 

    
 

 
  

 
 

  
 

  
    

 
    

 
   

 
   

   
 

 
  

  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

  
 

on the requester to establish that disclosure would serve the public interest. See National Archives and 
Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 171-72 (2004). When the privacy interest at stake and the public 
interest in disclosure have been determined, the two competing interests must be weighed against one 
another to determine which is the greater result of disclosure: the harm to personal privacy or the benefit 
to the public. The purposes for which the request for information is made do not impact this balancing 
test, as a release of information requested under the FOIA constitutes a release to the general public. See 
Reporters Comm., 489 U.S. at 771. 

The information that has been withheld under Exemption 6 consists of personal information and we have 
determined that the individuals to whom this information pertains have a substantial privacy interest in 
withholding it. Additionally, you have not provided information that explains a relevant public interest 
under the FOIA in the disclosure of this personal information and we have determined that the disclosure 
of this information would shed little or no light on the performance of the agency’s statutory duties. 
Because the harm to personal privacy is greater than whatever public interest may be served by 
disclosure, release of the information would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the privacy of 
these individuals and we are withholding it under Exemption 6. 

Deborah Bardwick of the DOI Solicitor’s Office at the NPS Pacific West Regional Office in San 
Francisco, CA, was consulted in making this determination. 

You may appeal this response to the Department’s FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer. If you choose to 
appeal, the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer must receive your FOIA appeal no later than 30 workdays 
from the date of this letter. Appeals arriving or delivered after 5 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through 
Friday, will be deemed received on the next workday. 

Your appeal must be made in writing. You may submit your appeal and accompanying materials to the 
FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer by mail, courier service, fax, or email.  All communications 
concerning your appeal should be clearly marked with the words: "FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 
APPEAL." You must include an explanation of why you believe the National Park Service’s (NPS) 
response is in error. You must also include with your appeal copies of all correspondence between you 
and the NPS concerning your FOIA request, including your original FOIA request and the NPS's 
response.  Failure to include with your appeal all correspondence between you and the NPS will result in 
the Department's rejection of your appeal, unless the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer determines (in 
the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer’s sole discretion) that good cause exists to accept the defective 
appeal. 

Please include your name and daytime telephone number (or the name and telephone number of an 
appropriate contact), email address and fax number (if available) in case the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals 
Officer needs additional information or clarification of your appeal. 

DOI FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office Contact Information 
Department of the Interior 
Office of the Solicitor 
1849 C Street, N.W. 
MS-6556 MIB 
Washington, DC 20240 

Attn: FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office 

Telephone: (202) 208-5339 
Fax: (202) 208-6677 
Email: FOIA.Appeals@sol.doi.gov 

mailto:FOIA.Appeals@sol.doi.gov


 

 
 

   

  
 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 

 
      

   
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national 
security records from the requirements of FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. 552(c). This response is limited to those 
records that are subject to the requirements of FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our 
requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist. 

The 2007 FOIA amendments created the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) to offer 
mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies as a non-exclusive 
alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect your right to pursue litigation. You may 
contact OGIS in any of the following ways: 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
E-mail: ogis@nara.gov 
Web: https://ogis.archives.gov 
Telephone: 202-741-5770 
Fax: 202-741-5769 
Toll-free: 1-877-684-6448 

Please note that using OGIS services does not affect the timing of filing an appeal with the Department’s 
FOIA & Privacy Act Appeals Officer. If you have any questions about our response to your request, you 
may contact Alan Kunz by phone at 209-372-0496, by email at alan_kunz@nps.gov, or by mail at 
Superintendent’s Office, P.O. Box 577, Yosemite, CA 95389. 

Sincerely, 

Michael T. Reynolds 
Superintendent 
SUPT:MReynolds:ak:3/13/19 

mailto:alan_kunz@nps.gov
https://ogis.archives.gov
mailto:ogis@nara.gov
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

National Park Service 

!MARS Incident details 

Incident: NP18155117 

Incident details: 
Report no.: 
Incident Type: 
Incident time: 
Reported time: 
Place of incident: 

Clearance status: 
Concluded: 
Concluded date: 
Summary: 
Remarks: 

Associated incidents: 

NP18155117 
SAR (Search and Rescue) 
09/04/2018 12:46 PDT - 09/04/2018 20:09 PDT 
09/04/2018 12:46 PDT 
Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: 
CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: L YV) 
Closed - Incident only 
No 

FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli forieg n national 

Involved persons: 

/ Witness / Gender: Male 
/ Witness/ Gender: Male 

/ Witness/ Gender: Male 

FRANKFURTER, TOMER [DECEASED]/ Deceased/ DOB:06/26/2000 (18 ) Gender: Male ((Voice) dN 
[1111] TOMERF. .26 .6 2000@GMAIL. COM) 

( Voice) l(b) (6) 

Involved addresses: 

• 

• Dispatch address; Incident address/ Yosemite, California , USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) ( Region:PWR, 
State/ Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: LYV) 

Involved comm addresses: 

Involved vehicles: 

Involved officers: 

• Assisting officer/ 9 / PRING, P. / #1006 I NPS/ Police Officer/ NPS YOSE/ #275 JOHNSON, P. / 09/29/2018 / 
20180929 --:--:-:---

• Assisting officer/ 9 / HOEFLICH, J. / #2347 / NPS/ Pol ice Officer/ NPS YOSE/ #47 MARTINEZ, G. / 
09/04/2018 I20180904 -:--:--:---

• Assisting officer/ 9 / VAN VECHTEN , A. / #1527 / NPS/ Police Officer/ NPS YOSE/ #1131 KUPERSMITH, 
S. I09/04/2018 I20180904 --:--:--:--

• Reporting officer/ 9 / MCGAHEY, J. / #810 / NPS/ Police Officer/ NPS YOSE/ #275 JOHNSON, P. / 
09/04/2018 I20180904 -:--:--:---

• Assisting officer/ 9 / JOHNSON,P. / #275 / NPS/ Police Officer/ NPS YOSE / #2347 HOEFLICH, J. / 
09/04/2018 I20180904 -:--:--:---

• Reporting officer/ 9 / LATHAM, B. / #635 I NPS / Police Officer/ NPS YOSE / #1617 LOYD, K. / 09/04/2018 /
LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Printed by: 2347 Date: 11/09/2018 20:26 Computer: INPYOSE30302 WN7 Page 1 of 15 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

his face. Ranger McGahey joined Hoeflich at approximately 14:25. 

There was visible evidence (blood) of FRANKFURTER striking the wall approximately 50' and 100' 
above the site of impact, and there was an area of about 30 square feet that had pieces of blood and 
other body matter. 

Investigation-Chronology of Incident: 

FRANKFURTER had come to Yosemite with • • (of Fresno) a friend of the family on 
September 3rd .[t:JU left  for Fresno, and he decided to stay for the rest of the day, intending to get 
the YARTS bus back to Fresno at the end of the day. He had been staying with rmtil and her family
for several weeks during the summer. FRANKFURTER, who was 18 at the time of his fall, had finished 
two years of university, and was delaying entry to his mandatory enlistment into the Israeli Army, hoping
for an assignment that allowed him to use his mathematics skills. 

FRANKFURTER had met a Trek America guided group on the shuttle bus earlier in the day in route to 
Happy Isles trailhead, and they all agreed to hike together for the day. The group consisted of mostly 
young adults from various countries. Three individuals, two from Israel, • • andffl 
rfflllll, and • • of Germany, were among those who hiked with FRANKFURTER to the top 
of Nevada Falls. These three had spent the most time with FRANKFURTER. They were with 
FRANKFURTER when he fell, and provided an interview to Ranger Perrin Pring as well as witness 
statements. 

andrr:mlll stated that right before their group was preparing to leave, FRANKFURTER told WMa he wantecrto take a picture like the Brazil Rock Photo.[G)Jl31111 explained that a lot of t em 
Israelis traveled to this rock in Rio de Janeiro, and took a picture to look like they were hanging off of the 
edge of a cliff, but in reality, they weren't.(mtmllll stated it was just a trick of angles. (See Brazil Rock 
Photo.) 

They stated they tried to get FRANKFURTER not to go out and hang from the cliff edge, but 
FRANKFURTER was insistent. Shortly after FRANKFURTER was hanging from the cliff edge he asked 
for help. The individuals he had been hiking with quickly ran to FRANKFURTER to help. They stated 
they tried to pull FRANKFURTER back up over the cliff edge, but they could not and he fell. 

From Ranger Perrin Pring's interview with[m'a,tmll31111 andrmrmJ, 

ruJll31111 stated that the Brazil Rock Photo is not dangerous; it just looks dangerous. rmtma stated 
that she andrffll[ffltold FRANKFURTER that the rocks at the top of Nevada Falls were actually
dangerous, and that it wasn't a good idea to try to re-create the photo. They stated that it was "crazy". 

stated that FRANKFURTER told them he was going to re-create the photo anyway, so he 
[l»J��as�m to take his phone and take pictureS.tmJl311 litated that FRANKFURTER was convinced 
that he was going to do this, and it didn't matter that they told him not to do it.tmll3IIII stated that they 
had just met FRANKFURTER, so they didn't feel like it was their place to "physically stop him". tmtlDI 
stated she was the one who ended up taking the photos for FRANKFURTER. 

rffll[fflstated they told FRANKFURTER to just yell for help the minute he didn't feel good about what 
was happening.rffll[ffl stated that FRANKFURTER was mostly talking tormtma and[l;ff(31(mostly
in Hebrew), so she didn't understand the extent of what he was planning.rmrmJ stated she thought
that FRANKFURTER was either just joking, or wasjust going to sit on the edge of the cliff. She stated 
she didn't believe he was really going to hang off of the cliff. 

rmrmJ stated that when FRANKFURTER actually "hung off the cliff'' they told him to get back up 
"immediately".fm1111 stated that FRANKFURTER told them, "I need help'� and he andtmtl31111 ran to 
him and reached him first. He stated that he andrGDfflll each grabbed one of FRANKFURTER's 
arms, and began to scream for help. 

rfflllll stated that initially he andrGJimllli grabbed FRANKFURTER'S forearms. They stated they laid 
down because they wanted as much of their bodies to be in contact with the rock as possible, so they
also wouldn't fall . rmrmJ stated that when she reached FRANKFURTER, she laid down and grabbed 
his arm with two hands. They stated a group of "guys" came over and took over forrmrmJ but at this 
point, FRANKFURTER's strength was failing. They stated he was sweating so much his grip was a/so 
failing. The group stated that FRANKFURTER suggested they move him left because it looked like 
there was a chance if he fell there, he could reach the top again. 

rmrmJ stated she had been further from FRANKFURTER tharitmtmlll andrmwl, and she hadn't 
been able to hear FRANKFURTER initially ask for help.rffll[ffl stated that she had been taking pictures 
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for FRANKFURTER.toJl131111 stated that FRANKFURTER had been speaking in Hebrew when he 
asked for help. All three stated that FRANKFURTER had been very calm when he asked for help. They 
stated he hadn't yelled but had simply spoken. RD1131 stated that due to the combination of 
FRANFURTER's calmness and the fact he had been speaking in Hebrew, she hadn't realized the 
severity of the situation. The group stated multiple times that FRANKFURTER never yelled for help. 
They stated he wasjust so "calm". They stated that FRANKFURTER's strength gave out. They stated 
he fell, and they saw him "rolling down and then {they) didn't see him anymore". 

Ranger Hoeflich found FRANKFURTER's body at the base of Nevada Falls on river right. On 
scene investigator Ranger J. McGahey arrived shortly after Ranger Hoeflich. After Ranger McGahey 
concluded investigations, FRANKFURTER was packaged for carry out and brought to the clinic in 
Yosemite Valley. 

Conclusion: 
There is signif icant photo and video documentation of FRANKFURTER's 
actions right before and during his fall. Rangers also collected over 25 
witness statements of the accident. All the available evidence validates the 
conclusion that FRANKFURTER fell in a tragic accident in circumstances that 
he was entirely in control of until the point of his fall. He died from the trauma 
sustained impacting the cliff face and the ground at the base of the cliff. The 
witnesses that attempted to render aid were heroic in their actions, but once 
FRANKFURTER descended to hang from the edge of the cliff face there was 
nothing they could have done to prevent his fall with the equipment available 
to him. 

General report: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national )

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue) 
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #2347 HOEFLICH, J. Report time: 10/29/2018 17:47 
Entered by: #2347 HOEFLICH, J. Entered time: 10/29/2018 17:47 
Remarks: Recovery Scene 
Narrative: 

On Tuesday September 4 at approximately 1300 hours I heard a report that someone had gone over 
Nevada Fall. I responded to the watertank and hiked up the Mist Trail towards base of Nevada Fall. 
When I arrived at the base I saw a male lying on a boulder. I noticed significant trauma of the upper and 
lower left leg. The subjects green shirt was pulled up over his head so I could not see his face. I did not 
see any chest rise or signs of life. I exposed the head and saw significant trauma to the back of the 
subjects head. This trauma was so severe that it was incompatible with life. I secured the scene, kept 
visitors away and awaited additional resources. 

While I was waiting I saw a group hiking toward my location. I hiked up the talus and contacted them. 
One of the group members idenitified himself as • • .rmJI stated the following: 

• They (a group of three) were hiking up the Mist Trail steps alongside Nevada Fall. 
• They heard a commotion / screaming / shouting coming from the direction of the waterfall. 
• They hiked up the trail a l ittle bit more and came upon visitors who looked like they were in shock. 
• The visitors said they saw someone fall over the waterfall. 
• He was in the Israeli Army (expected to render aid) so he hiked down to the base of the waterfall to 

see if the subject was still alive. 
• They found a male subject who appeared deceased. 
• The male was in turblent water and they were worried that he might get sucked under a rock. 
• They pulled the male up onto a rock. 
• They pulled his shirt over his head. 
• They left the scene and continued up the Mist Trail to the top of Nevada Fall. 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA 
USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: 
L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality , Israeli foriegn nationale) 

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 MCGAHEY, J. 
->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT 
(Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 
YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 11/01/2018 16:18 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 11/01/2018 16:18 
Remarks: Photo log for Frankfurter hanging over the edge 
Narrative: 

Camera: • • Smart Phone 
DATE of Photos: 9/4/18 
TIME of Photos: 12:40-13:00 approximately
LOCATION of Top Of Nevada Fall 
Photos: 
# Image # or ID: Description of Photo Subject: 

1 IMG 0497 Frankfurter hanging from cliff edge 
2 IMG 0498 Frankfurter hanging from cliff edge 
3 
4 

IMG 0499 
IMG 0500 

Frankfurter hanging from cliff edge 
Frankfurter hanging from cliff edge, with • • and 
• • attempting to help . 

5 IMG 2906 Photo after Frankfurter had fallen from same location 
as above. 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

ATTACHMENT: 
1. Photos listed above 
2. Evidence Report: 

General report: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA 

USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: 
L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality , Israeli foriegn national ) 

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 MCGAHEY, J. 
->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT 
(Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 
YOSE,

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 11/01/2018 16:24 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. EnteLe.dli�;.. 11/01/2018 16:24

LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (l"vUO) 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Remarks: Photo Log of Frankfurter Body at recovery scene 
Narrative: 

Camera: Ranger J. Hoeflich Camera 
DATE of Photos: 9/4/18 

TIME of Photos: 14:00-14:15 

LOCATION of Photos: Base of Nevada Fall 
# Image # or ID: Description of Photo Subject: 

1 20180904 140233 Frankfurter 
2 20180904 140237 Blood 
3 20180904 142254 Frankfurter 
4 20180904 142305 Blood 
5 20180904 142312 Looking up from Body to top of Nevada Fall 
6 20180904 142504 Frankfurter body 
7 20180904 142506 Frankfurter 
8 20180904 145358 Overview of base of fall 
9 20180904 151348 Frankfurter 
10 20180904 141354 Looking up from Body to top of Nevada Fall 
11 20180904 151427 Frankfurter face 
12 20180904 151432 Frankfurter face 
13 20180904 151438 Frankfurter face 
14 20180904 151458 Frankfurter 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

ATTACHMENT: 
1. Photos listed above 
2. Evidence Report: 

Supplementary__ reeort: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: LYV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn nationale)

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue) 
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #275 JOHNSON, P. Report time: 09/04/2018 22:24 PDT 
Entered by: #275 JOHNSON, P. Entered time: 09/04/2018 22:24 PDT 
Remarks: 911 RP phone calls 
Narrative: 

RP #1 • • 

I calledrmJIII back at about 1300 hours. She stated that she saw a group "messing around on the cliff 
and taking pictures" . She gleaned from anoher hiker that the victim was likely solo and had tagged 
along with a larger group of foreign visitors in their 20-30's. rmJIII also said that his bag wasleft on top 
of the cliff edge.rmJIII and her husbandrmJII saw the male victim go over the left side of the waterfall. 

RP #2 • • 
LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

I left a message at this number. There has been no return call. 

RP #3 • • 

I calledrffl1111at about 1315 hours. She stated that she as she was hiking on the steps beside Nevada 
Falls, she heard yelling from above and saw a subject in a green shirt and black shorts fall down the 
waterfall. Anoher visitor told her that he crashed on a rock near the base of the waterfall. 

RP #4 • • 

I was unable to dial through to this number. Dispatch relayed that the caller stated there was guy in a 
green shirt that went all the way over the falls. 

RP #5 • • Czech phone 

rfflllll called at about 1320 hours.rfflllll stated that he took a picture of the victim as he was hanging
from the cliff and wached as he fell off the river left side of the cliff. 

RP #6 • • 

n:m called at about 1325 hours and stated that he was at the base of Nevada Falls. He was 20' from 
the victim and stated that he was dead and out of the water. 

Supp/ementarY_ ree_ort: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46  PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa 

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national ) 

Task: T180420899 [Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. [Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #1006 PRING, P. Report time: 09/16/2018 17:40 PDT 
Entered by: #1006 PRING, P. Entered time: 09/16/2018 17:40 PDT 
Remarks: Memorandum of Interview: • • • • • 
Narrative: 

On Tuesday September 4th, 2018, at approximately 1700, Officer Pring spoke with • • 
• • , andMt@ about having witnessed Tomer FRANKFURTER's death. 

According tormtc31 tGJlmllll, andtm'IIIIIII, they were on a trip with Trek America, which lasted from 
August 26th, 2018 to September 8th, 2018. Trek America specialized in trips for young adults from all 
around the world. 

tmll31111 stated that she and rJ:'IWIII knew each other ru-ior to goir:J.Q on the Trek America trip. She•-�w ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 
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stated they were both from Israel.rml(31 stated she was from Germany, and had not known [m'III or 
ruJll31111 prior to the Trek America trip. 

Officer Pring askedrm1[31,rfflll31111, and[m'III to walk her through their day. The following 
summarizes whatrml(31, rfflll31111, and[m'III all told Officer Pring in the joint interview: 

They stated that their Trek America group had spent the night at the Yosemite Lakes Campsite. They
stated they had gotten up around 0600 hours, had breakfast, then they had gotten in the van around 
0700 hours. They drove to Tunnel View, took pictures, went to the Visitor Center, and then they went to 
Half Dome Villeage. They stated that there were twelve trip participants in their group, along with one 
guide. 

They stated that at Half Dome Village they bought snacks for their hike, then got on the shuttle bus at 
Stop 14, without their guide. They stated that they planned to get out at Stop 16. They stated that 
FRANKFURTER was already on the bus when they entered the bus. 

They stated that on the bus, FRANKFURTER saw thattmJIII had Hebrew written on his shirt, so he 
began to talk to him. They stated they learned that FRANKFURTER was from lsrael.tmJIII stated he 
asked FRANKFURTER about his travels, and FRANKFURTER toldtmJIII he was traveling alone. 
rr.mlll,tr.'1'1@1, andtmta :otated they invited FRANKFURTER to hike with them, stating it could be 
"claiige'rous7ii1lie park wI e bears, and perhaps he would like some companionship. 

They stated their group began to hike up the Mist Trail to Nevada Falls. They stated that they spoke 
with FRANKFURTER about his life. They stated that FRANKFURTER told the three of them that in two 
months he was supposed to join the Army. The group asked FRANKFURTER what he had done in 
America, and they told him what they had done in Amerei ca. The group stated that FRANKFURTER had 
told them he was good at math. They stated that he had told them he had graduated from high school in 
the American equivalent of 10th grade, and by the age of 18 had already completed 2 years of 
university.ml31111 stated that this was very impressive. The group stated he had told them he had 
delayed his entry into the Army because he was trying for a specialized assignment that would utilize 
his math skills . 

rm'III stated that they asked FRANKFURTER how he had convinced his parents to let him travel 
alone, as he was only 18 as of June. FRANKFURTER told them that it took "a bit of convincing" to get 
his parents to let him go alone. They stated that FRANKFURTER had told them he had been staying 
with some family friends the night before, but the friends had left the park that day, and 
FRANKFURTER had stayed to keep exploring. 

The group stated that FRANKFURTER did not have a car, and he wasn't sure how he was going to 
leave. They stated that they thought FRANKFURTER had arrived in the park with his family fri ends, in 
their car. They stated they did not know where the rest of FRANKFURTER's possessions were. 

They stated that they then reached the top of Nevada Falls. They stated they "chilled" at the top. They 
stated that they went to the edge of the falls and took pictures, but they tri ed to be as safe as possible 
about it, by limiting the number of people who were on the edge at any given time. They stated they ate 
lunch at the top of Nevada Falls, and their entire group re-grouped at the top, as they had spread out 
over the course of the hike. 

They stated that they were preparing to leave the top in a matter of minutes when FRANKFURTER told 
them that he wanted to take a picture like the Brazil Rock Photo.rGDfflllll explained that a lot of 
Israelis traveled to this rock in Rio de Janeiro, and took a picture to looked like they were hanging off of 
the edge of a cliff, but in reality, they weren't. Weinberg stated it was just a trick of angles. (See Brazil 
Rock Photo.) 

tmll31111 stated that the Brazil Rock Photo is not dangerous; i tjust looks dangerous.tmlmllll stated 
that she and[m'III told FRANKFURTER that the rocks at the top of Nevada Falls were actually 
dangerous, and that it wasn't a good idea to try to re-create the photo. They stated that it was "crazy". 

ruJll31111 stated that FRANKFURTER told them he was going to re-create the photo anyway, so he 
asked them to take his phone and take pictures.tGJlmllll :otated that FRANKFURTER was convinced 
that he was going to do this, and it didn't matter that they told him not to do it.rGDfflllll stated that they
had just met FRANKFURTER, so they didn't feel like it was their place to "physically stop him".rml(31
stated she was the one who ended up taking the photos for FRANKFURTER. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 
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OJIIII stated they told FRANKFURTER to just yell for help the minute he didn't feel good about what 
was happening.rmI(31 stated that FRANKFURTER was mostly talking totmtma andOJIIII (mostly 
in Hebrew), so she didn't understand the extent of what he was planning.rmllffl stated she thought
that FRANKFURTER was either just joking, or was just going to sit on the edge of the cliff. She stated 
she didn't believe he was really going to hang off of the cl iff. 

mJIC31 stated that when FRANKFURTER actually "hung off the cl iff' they told him to get back up 
"immediately",rr:mlll stated that FRANKFURTER told them, "I need help", and he andf!Pm ran to 
him and reacheamm first. He stated that he and rGJtmllll each grabbed one of FRAN 's 
arms, and began to scream for help. 

OJIIII stated that initially he and[G)j{Da grabbed FRANKFURTER's forearms. They stated they laid 
down because they wanted as much of their bodies to be in contact with the rock as possible, so they 
also wouldn't fall.rmllffl stated that when she reached FRANKFURTER, she laid down and grabbed 
his arm with two hands. They stated a group of "guys" came over and took over fortGJIMlbut at this 
point, FRANKFURTER's strength was failing. They stated he was sweating so much his grip was 
also failing. The group stated that FRANKFURTER suggested they move him left because it looked like 
there was a chance if he fell there, he could reach the top again. 

mJl{31 stated she had been further from FRANKFURTER thantGJlmllll andrmllll, and she hadn't 
been able to hear FRANKFURTER initially ask for help.rmrmJ stated that she had been taking 
pictures for FRANKFURTER.rG>JGJa stated that FRANKFURTER had been speaking in Hebrew 
when he asked for help. All three stated that FRANKFURTER had been very calm when he asked for 
help. They stated he hadn't yelled but had simply spoken.mJIC31 stated that due to the combination 
of FRANFURTER's calmness and the fact he had been speaking in Hebrew, she hadn't realized the 
severity of the situation. The group stated multiple times that FRANKFURTER never yelled for help. 
They stated he was just so "calm". They stated that FRANKFURTER's strength gave out. They stated 
he fell, and they saw him "rolling down and then (they] didn't see him anymore". 

The group stated that when FRANKFURTER had gone over the edge, they had assumed that he knew 
how to climb, or at least had the strength to pull himself back up, but they stated that FRANKFURTER 
just didn't have the strength. 

OJIIII stated that he moved so that he could see where FRANKFURTER fell, and they saw a "blood 
splash" and that FRANKFURTER was lying next to it. The group stated they tried to calm themselves 
down. They stated they went through FRANKFURTER's bag to see if they could find any information on 
him, since they didn't even know his last name. They stated that in this time someone called 911, but 
they weren't sure who. 

The group expressed dismay that they didn't rush to provide FRANKFURTER with First Aid. Officer 
Pring told them that FRANKFURTER died on impact, and they could not have saved him with First Aid. 

END REPORT 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Ext. doc. occ report [PDF, 450.44 KB]: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: LYV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national )

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 10/23/2018 13:35 PDT 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 10/23/2018 13:35 PDT 
Person: FRANKFURTER, TOMER [DECEASED] 06/26/2000 (18) M ((Voice) (b) (6) 

TOMERF.26.6.2000@GMAIL.COM)
Address: Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 

YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: LYV)
Vehicle: 
Officer: #810 MCGAHEY, J. 

Remarks: Photos of Frankfurter hanging over edge 

Ext. doc. occ report [PDF, 1.27 MB]: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: LYV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national )

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 10/23/2018 13:44 PDT 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 10/23/2018 13:44 PDT 
Person: FRANKFURTER, TOMER [DECEASED] 06/26/2000 (18) M ((Voice) t(b) (6) 

TOMERF.26.6.2000@GMAIL.COM)
Address: Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 

YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: LYV)
Vehicle: 
Officer: #810 MCGAHEY, J. 

Remarks: Satellite Imagery 

Ext. doc. occ reeort [PDF, 292.54 KB]: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue) @09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa 

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn nationale) 

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region:
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 10/23/2018 13:50 PDT 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 10/23/2018 13:50 PDT 
Person: 
Address: 
Vehicle: 
Officer: 
Remarks: Photos taken from Park Visitors from the top of Nevada Fall at the time of Frankfurter's fall 

Ext. doc. occ report [PDF, 964.46 KB]: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: L YV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national ) 

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 10/23/2018 13:53 PDT 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 10/23/2018 13:53 PDT 
Person: FRANKFURTER, TOMER [DECEASED] 06/26/2000 (18) M ((Voice) (b) (6) 

TOMERF.26.6.2000@GMAIL.COM)
T..AW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE (FOUO) 

Address: Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 
YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: LYV)

Vehicle: 
Officer: #810 MCGAHEY, J. 

Remarks: Photos of Frankfurter at base of Nevada Fall 

Ext. doc. occ report [DOCX, 35.11 KB]: 
Incident: NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa 

CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, Site: VALLEY, 
Place: LYV)) (FRANKFURTER - Visitor Fatality, Israeli foriegn national ) 

Task: T180420899 (Follow up - «Overdue» New] Due: 09/30/2018 18:34 PDT #810 
MCGAHEY, J. ->#810 MCGAHEY, J. (Low] NP18155117 SAR (Search and Rescue)
@09/04/2018 12:46 PDT (Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: 
PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: YOSE, 

Author: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Report time: 11/01/2018 16:05 
Entered by: #810 MCGAHEY, J. Entered time: 11/01/2018 16:05 
Person: FRANKFURTER, TOMER [DECEASED] 06/26/2000 (18) M ((Voice) (b) (6) 

TOMERF.26.6.2000@GMAIL.COM)
Address: Yosemite, Mariposa CA USA 95389 (Nevada Fall) (Region: PWR, State/Zone: CA, Area: 

YOSE, Site: VALLEY, Place: LYV)
Vehicle: 
Officer: #810 MCGAHEY, J. 
Remarks: 
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STATEMENT: 

(b) (6) volunteer the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it may serve. 
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ORGAN1ZATK>N SYSlEM AREA DISTRICT YEARE·CASE INCIOENT NUMBER 

8808 IYosemite National Park I V � 1 /""""-t J.bl� P9oJ?.- :i:J 
LDCA TIDH OF INCIDENT I RESPONSE DATE TIME 

NATURE OF INCIOEl'lT RECSVEO DATE T
I
Me 

(b) (6) 

I, volunteer the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it may serve. 

OCONTINUED ON BACK 

RUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION. 

(b) (6) 

- - ... .. - .. DATE: 

SUPERVISOR 
ARRR0VAl:J-· 
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}8 

UREOFINCIOENT RECElll8) DATE 

(b)(6) 

olunteer the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it: rna 

STATEMENT: 

(b) (6) 

□CONTINUED ON BACK 

IN THIS stATEMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND REcou.ecnoN. 

DATE: If} 

PD 
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ORGANIZATION SYSTEM AREA DIST 

8808 Yosemite National Park 
LOCATION OF INCIDENT 

RECEEVED DATE TIMEIE

r1���11M f/!,Wl_l;NESS. m:o;rnE�ti8E�Q8.tlNG l?,A8TOO,;f�fJt���1't;"%�Jiif�l'.@��� i 
DATE OF BIRTH 
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PHONE 
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ill, for whatever purpose it may serve. 
,, 
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.1 SWEAR T,HE INF0Ri�1ATION 1N TH1s·STATEMENT 1s TRUE AND c·oRRECT TO T�-BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION. 

. \ 
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8808 IYosemite National Park I 
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-�11°1? -

STATEMENT: 

I, -�---- volunteer the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it may serve. 
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,. , ' ' , 
IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION. (b) (6) 
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8808 Yosemite National Park 
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RECEIVEO 0A TE TIME 

STATEMENT: 

I, , volunte r the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it may serve. 

� f-. ,)Ie)(f ft, ( � 

□CONTINUED ON BACK 

I swEA'RTHE INFORMATION iN THIS STATEMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION. 

(b) (6) 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT DATE: 
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ORGANIZATION I SYSTEM AREA DISTRICT YEAR. CASE INCIOENT NUMBER 

8808 IYosemite National Park I 1/all'-'- �J>Jo9o t/-c::i7 
LOCATION Of' INCEDENT RESPONSE DATE TMEIIIE I 
NATURE OF INCIDENT 

□CONTINUED ON BACK 

I SWEAR THE INFORMATION IN THIS STATEMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION. 

(b) (6) 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEM 
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STATE1\.1ENT: 

volunteer the following information of my own free will, for whatever purpose it may serve. 
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l� .·<; ·· ��. 

� � a'il.i  
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olunteer the following information of my own free ;-ill,for whatever 1mrpose it may serve. 
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Google Earth Photos 

Frankfurter Locat on of Body i 
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Google Earth Photos 

Frankfurter Locat on of Fall i 
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Google Earth Photos 

Frankfurter Overv ew of Fall Path i 
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Google Earth Photos 

Overv ew of Yosemite Valley i 
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Orange Lowe Alpine Backpack 

Main Compartment 
Red Marmot Mavericks 40 degree sleeping bag 
Grey Cuffy's Medium Jacket 
Black hat with I Heart Espana 
Small Green Towel 

Black Workout Shorts 

White T-shirt 3XL with writing on back 
Short black socks 
Blue underwear 

Back zippered pocket 

Sunscreen 
Solar battery pack charger 
One white iphone charging cord 
White !phone 

Black Motorola charging cord 
Black Motorola smart phone 

Shuttle Schedule 
YARTS Schedule 
Housekeeping map 

Yellow 24" bungee cord 
Israeli and International Drivers License 

Toothbrush 
Toothpaste 
Deodorant 
OFF! Bug spray 

Yosemite magnet 
Scorpion key chain 

Motorola Wall Charging plug 

Black Thermoflask water bottle 

Brown Bifold leather wallet w/ 
Miscellaneous receipts 
1 letter 

26 dollars and 63 cents 
Starbucks gift card 
1 Visa debit card 

University of Jerusalem ID card 
3 Miscellaneous cards 

(b) (6) 

/l; eve,,f 61 : 
!kl6'<J.. '° '1_ ,' C, d), M, /, 

.pt 
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